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In cold pursuit of deep value
We have the ability to
hold cash and wait
patiently for compelling
opportunities to arise

Lanyon likes to focus on
areas others are not
paying attention to
ANDREW MAIN

to have posted a double-digit return.
Our goal is to produce strong absolute
returns across the long term for our
clients. This is just the beginning of a
journey.

ERIK Metanomski is one of the veterans of the Australian funds management industry with more than 25 years’
experience and an outstanding longterm track record.
At MMC, Erik delivered gross investment returns of about 25 per cent
compound a year during a 12-year
period while maintaining average cash
holdings of about 30 per cent. He works
with David Prescott, who was previously with successful institutional
fund manager, CP2. They manage the
Lanyon Australian Value Fund, a deepvalue Australian equities fund established last year.
What particular sectors does the
Lanyon Australian Value fund invest
in?
Lanyon is a boutique Australian equities manager, pursuing a deep-value
based strategy. The fund holds a highly
concentrated portfolio of companies
that we understand well and where
there is a sufficient margin of safety
between price and our view of intrinsic
value. We tend to focus on the small
and mid-cap end of the industrials
market, where companies are less
researched and opportunities are most
prevalent.
We apply our focus to areas where
others are not paying attention. Typically, that means we hunt for out-offavour or ignored stocks, demergers,
stocks with hidden assets or stocks with
a forced or motivated seller. We are focused on the preservation of capital
and do not feel compelled to be fully invested at all times. We have the ability
to hold cash and wait patiently for compelling opportunities to arise.
What attracted you to that asset
class?
The large-cap end of the Australian
market is well researched and is concentrated in a small number of industries. By contrast the very small end of
the market is diverse and is covered less
by the broking community and larger
fund managers. However, there are opportunities in both areas of the market
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David Prescott of boutique equities manager Lanyon Asset Management
for those with a truly long-term horizon prepared to do the hard work and
look past the short-term noise.

FIVE TOP TIPS
●

●

Invest only in things you understand:
an investor is better off knowing a lot
about a small number of investments
than knowing very little about many
stocks.
Focus on a conservative estimate of
the value of the company, not on the
direction of market prices.

●

The most popular companies are
unlikely to be bargains.

●

Hold cash whenever investment
opportunities are scarce.

●

The performance of the company
in the stockmarket may not mirror
the performance of the underlying
business.

Why do you hold cash?
We do not speculate and invest only
when compelling opportunities are
present. We retain total flexibility on
the size of our cash holding. Our cash
position will always be a function of our
ability to uncover sufficient attractive
investment opportunities that fulfil our
two objectives of capital preservation
and the delivery of attractive returns.
As fear and volatility grip markets, we
are selectively starting to see much
more opportunity.
How long have you and your organisation been in funds management?
Erik has been managing money with
this approach for more than 25 years.
He is one of Australia’s most experienced fund managers. David has worked in funds management for the past
12 years.
What’s the history of Lanyon?
We started Lanyon in early 2010 and

launched our fund, the Lanyon Australian Value Fund, in July last year.
How much money do you have under
management and how many staff?
We do not disclose our funds under
management but we are currently experiencing strong inflows from existing
and new clients. The fund has very limited capacity. We have no ambitions to
be the biggest fund in Australia. It is our
intention to close the fund at a very
modest size as we believe that excessive
growth in assets under management
will limit investment opportunities and
will ultimately constrain the returns
that we can generate for our clients.
Staff? We have three.
How has your fund performed
recently? In months and years if
possible.
During the past 12 months the fund
generated a return of 13.1 per cent, compared with a 1.5 per cent decline for the
All Ordinaries. We understand that the
fund is one of the best performing longonly funds in Australia during the past
12 months and one of only three funds

What have been some of your best
and worst investments?
During the past 12 months our holdings
in Sigma Pharmaceuticals (ASX code:
SIP) and Telstra (ASX: TLS) have performed well. Sigma presented a rare
opportunity to acquire shares in a debtfree company that was trading at a fraction of its tangible asset backing.
Telstra is a large-cap opportunity
where we perceived significant anomalies in the way the market was pricing
risk. We continue to be attracted to
companies that can deliver sustainable,
high-franked dividend income to our
investors.
Our investment in Amalgamated
Holdings (ASX: AHD) has marginally
detracted from the fund’s performance.
We remain of the view that there is significant latent value that will be realised through time.
What is the minimum size of
investment in your fund you will accept, and has that number changed
recently?
Until recently our fund had been available to small to mid-size institutions,
charities, family offices and endowments only. We are now pleased to be
available to retail investors with a minimum investment of $25,000.
Are you an activist fund manager in
terms of getting involved with
underperforming companies?
We take our shareholdings very seriously and look to build constructive,
long-term relationships with management teams and boards. We can undertake a strategy of active engagement
with our portfolio companies, and are
prepared to work positively with them
to implement governance, operational
and financial changes to unlock
shareholder value. We believe this
strategy will enhance our ability to deliver strong, consistent returns to our
investors.

Courage to do nothing
Patience is a rare attribute – all too often, performance over ever shrinking
time horizons drives investment decisions. At Platinum, we focus on
discovering undervalued stocks and we tend to hold on to them until
they reach their intrinsic value. Impatience sabotages the process.
www.platinum.com.au | 1300 726 700
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